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Real Results
Many of our 1000+  clients have taken capital during our

tenure. We have created more than $5B in value via

incremental sales and capital raises, and helping on M&A,

exits and other transactions for our clients.

Consistent Growth 
TechCXO leads by example. We have been on the INC

500/5000 Fastest Growing Private Companies list for 10

straight years. 

Ready When and Where Needed
Our ready-when-your-are capability includes executives and

integrated teams in Atlanta, Boston, Carolinas,

Chicago/Great Lakes, Dallas, Denver, DC/Mid-Atlantic,

Florida, Houston, Nashville and New York.

We began from the belief that high potential companies can
benefit from proven interim or fractional executives whom
they otherwise may not be able to access, afford, or because
they are not needed full-time. 
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DIFFERENCE
The TechCXO

Why we're different...

An interim CEO is typically appointed by the board of directors

to assume the CEO role during a time of transition, turmoil or as

the result of the sudden departure of the company's previous

CEO. While they carry the moniker of "interim" CEO, they

assume full responsibility and bring the following focus: 

Proven Expertise - An experienced interim CEO from

TechCXO comes to your company having successfully

served multiple clients as its chief executive and has

completed a variety engagements as an interim CEO. They

are ready to take on challenges and positively impact your

business quickly.

Immediately Available, Financially Viable Model - An

interim CEO is accountable for results immediately without

the cost and burden of long-term contracts, equity,

severance and benefits. They can help speed your CEO

search, as well.

Time to Value - TechCXO moves quickly through evaluation

of needs and priorities, an operational roadmap, scope and

statement of work to get down to working on your needs

quickly. Our executives have little to no learning curve given

their experience.


